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Tuatara Brewery 
art direction / illustration -

Tuatara is one of Wellington’s oldest and best-known craft 
beer breweries. After a very successful launch in 2000 the 
brand needed a refresh, almost 20 years later. Together with 
Clemenger BBdo Wellington, we made some exciting changes 
to Tuatara’s identity. Keeping the iconic reptile skin bottle but 
changing everything else.

Head & Tail is responsible for the art direction and the 
illustrations for their new packaging. With the re-brand, Tuatara 
also launched a new beer called Baltic Porter for which we did 
the illustrations for the label. Tuatara brewery owes their name 
to one of the lesser-known endemic reptiles attributes, a hidden 
pineal eye located on the top of its tiny head. Most obvious at 
birth and then scaling over later, the tuatara’s third eye even 
has its own rods, cones and retina. Its eye is our source of 
inspiration, its all about focus.

Tuatara has shed its skin.









Publications -

Illustrations for Capital magazine and StoneSoup magazine
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Dynamo6 -

Dynamo6 brings the best tech to life so teams and customers can 
go faster and do better, making your team happier and bringing 
your customers closer. They’re wise, creative and not afraid of a 
challenge.

We were very happy to work alongside this cool bunch to make 
their creative visions come true. This website doubled as a 
branding exercise, refreshing Dynamo6’s brand while designing 
their online presence. Which resulted in lots of interactions and 
illustrations. Two of our favourite things.











Logo refresh  
Cooperative Bank -

Loop the Loop, new identity refresh for The Cooperative Bank
in commission by Designworks.





NZ Transport Agency -

Clemenger asked us to design the new escooter 
campaign for NZ Transport Agency. We designed 
their posters, logo and typeface.  

The campaign looks to encourage safe riding and 
the wearing of helmets, and will be seen on bus 
shelters, street posters, neck tags on e-scooters 
and footpath decals.







‘The new K’ -

De Nieuwe K (the new K) is the 
‘newspaper’ of the Royal Academy  
of Art, The Hague and the University 
of Leiden. It covers all the latest news 
about students/alumni, teachers and 
there endeavours.









Five and Dime -

Five and dime are storytellers who care about things that 
make an impact. Whether they’re gigs, conversations, 
gestures, material things, people, business ideas, 
technologies, or imagined realities.

Head & tail designed a fresh identity that matches and 
express Five and Dime’s new way of being. Tapping 
into their quiet power, we’ve opted for lowercase with a 
handcrafted typeface for the dreamers and the doers. 
The blob stands for what we can imagine together with 
colours for the brave.







‘Prisma’  
special dictionary

In commission by Raak grafisch ontwerp 
I designed the new covers for the Prisma 
dictionaries. The design is aimed at youngsters 
and never looked this sharp and intens!





How to survive  
The Hague -

In the survival guide; ‘How to survive  
The Hague’, international students will find 
13 chapters covering the most important 
information on how to find your way to and 
from the Royal Academy of Art. It also includes 
lots of practical information on health, 
housing, finance and much more.  
Made during my time at the Studio KABK.







Fringe festival 
campaign
Fringe festival is a smorgasbord of quality 
and arts entertainment put together by 
the clever arts-active people in our midst. 
Fringe gave me all the freedom to create 
something new and crazy. This gave me 
the opportunity to design the complete 
package from posters to app. 
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